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Chairman Owens:  Open the meeting on HB 1531  
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson: What we are trying to do here is allow for the noncore areas. 
The demand for teachers in the rural areas is great.   
 
Chairman Owens: Any questions from the committee?  Anyone else in support of HB1531? 
 
Frank Schill, Superintendent, Edmore Public School: (See Attachment 1)   end 10:00 
 
Rep. Hoverson: Do you think that it would have been any less hard to teach kids if 
that teacher didn’t have psychology courses?    
 
Frank Schill: Potentially, it wouldn’t.  In my 31 years of education, I have observed 
first year teachers with all the course work necessary to be a teacher, walk into 
their classroom and struggle greatly to be an effective teacher. 
 
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck: Is there potential for usage of online instruction. 
 
Frank Schill:  It’s situational.  Edmore uses online course work extensively and I think 
that it is situational once again.  Some course work is better served with the actual 
teacher in the classroom. 
 
Chairman Owens:   Others in support of HB 1531? 
 
Dr. Paul Stremick, Superintendent, North Border School District: (See Attachment 2) 
HB 1531 allows people from the community on a short term basis, up to 4 years.  
Utilizing these individuals is not something that we want to do, it is something we have 
to do.  If this option is not available, the students may not have access to these programs. 
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Chairman Owens:  Anyone else in support of HB 1531? 
 
Alexis Baxley, North Dakota School Boards Association: (See Attachment 3) Support   
HB 1531.  
 
Elroy Burkle, Representative for Small Schools:  This is a good start to address the 
teacher shortage in North Dakota.  It is tough out in the rural education.  Some people do not  
feel comfortable teaching in a rural area.  It is not just a rural school problem, this allows 
an expansion.  A recruitment of local individuals who you know have the passion to  
teach. I look at these as opportunities.  
 
Chairman Owens:  Any questions from the committee?  If you went through all that  
why wouldn’t you do it for the teacher shortage for the core subjects as well?  
 
Elroy Burkle: I think that you have to have a starting point.  Do I think that it could lead to that? 
One school that I was at, there was an engineer who could have possibly taught, but that 
would have qualified under the 4 year alternative licensing.  So I think it is best to start here. 
This bill needs to be tweaked as we’ve heard and just work it through the process. 
  
Lisa Feldner, NDCEL: (See Attachment 4) ( 21:45- 23:20) A Do Pass on HB 1531. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any questions?   Opposition? 
 
Nick Archuleta, President of North Dakota United: (24:15-25:50) (See Attachment 5)  urges a 
DNP 
 
Chairman Owens:  Are there any questions for the committee?  
 
Vice Chairman- Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  Do you have a solution? Do you offer other 
solutions or some other mechanisms for the students? 
 
Nick Archuleta:   Yes there are some options.  There was a paper that was prepared by 
Dr. Larry Skogen at BSC that talked about the number of graduates leaving education 
courses in North Dakota that are graduating with teaching degrees.  I believe he mentioned 
in that paper that there are enough graduates to fill every position in North Dakota schools. 
The problem is they don’t want to migrate to smaller schools.  They choose the quality of 
life that small towns do not have to offer.  Communities can make themselves more attractive 
to these folks coming out of school with a degree and that is a conversation for each individual 
community as they work to attract teachers to the profession. 
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  The community person being eligible to teach special education, that is 
still back to ESPB if they were to allow it not the community to allow that opportunity.   
 
Nick Archuleta:  You are absolutely right. 
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  Dr. Skogen’s analogy of enough educated to fill the open slots but 
just emphasize that most of those folks that are graduating would want to be in larger areas.  
 
Nick Archuleta:  Where the larger schools used to get 50 applicants, now they are getting 
5 or 10. 
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Rep. Daniel Johnston:  What is the solution for a school that needs a welder and a woodworking 
teacher?  What is the solution?  I have not heard a solution yet. 
 
Nick Archuleta:  I would suggest that we do have virtual CTE now and that is something that  
they could avail themselves of.  What can these communities do to make themselves more 
attractive?    
 
Rep. Brandy Pyle:  What is your opinion on the emergency licensing of teachers for example 
at central Cass.  For three years we were without an agricultural teacher and we are in the  
heart of the Red River Valley.  Even 20 miles from Fargo we failed to hire somebody until we  
had a stay at home mom who was an agronomist and she co-taught with one of our school 
board members.  These school districts are doing everything they can to recruit qualified 
teachers, but we don’t know what else to do.  What is your suggestion? 
 
Nick Archuleta:  I don’t think that we can assume that every community is doing everything that 
they can.  In your case, there are options you can go to ESPB and get somebody with a different 
license for a period of time. 
 
Rep. Pat D. Heinert:  Could you explain to me how the classroom management happens  
while we are virtually teaching a welding or wood shop class and who is in the classroom 
to monitor that and for safety purposes?  
 
Nick Archuleta:  I am not certain who the school district puts in that class room to help monitor 
those virtual classes.  That is a discussion for that particular school. 
 
Rep. Pat D. Heinert: There is another person that has to be in that classroom? 
 
Nick Archuleta:  I would hope so.  Yes, adult supervision is important. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Further questions from the committee?  opposition? 
 
Dr. Rebecca Pitkin, Executive Director, NDESPB: (See Attachment 6) 
 
Chairman Owens:  Are there any question from the committee?  
 
Vice Chairman- Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  Is there a willingness to provide some amendments?   
 
Dr. Pitkin:  There has been a lot of conversation and one of them was the main piece, what would 
be the minimum qualifications for someone to be in the classroom as a community expert? 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any further questions?   
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  Your board is all certified teachers that make the decisions? 
 
Dr. Pitkin: The ESPB? Yes. 
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  What we are trying to do is giving the students the opportunity.  
   
 
Dr. Pitkin:  I think our board recognizes what you are trying to accomplish, it is just the 
minimum.  What is the minimum and how low will we go?  
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  I don’t think that we are going that low.  
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Dr. Pitkin:  But it isn’t stating that in the bill so we didn’t know. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any further questions?  Your second point accepting a bill which  
 permits the suggested practices in the geographic area being rural comprises the equity 
to all students to have qualified teachers.  Do you believe cancelling a class because they 
can’t find a teacher does that not affect equity?            
 
Dr. Pitkin:  Of course it is better to have a teacher than no teacher. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Minnesota Tier 1 It says professional certification or 5 years of relevant 
work experience.     
 
Rep. Daniel Johnston:  Relevant work experience, wouldn’t the superintendent be able to tell 
If that person would be a perfect fit for this situation.  
  
Dr. Pitkin:   Yes, we would just like to know exactly what they might think it would be. 
Relevant work can be defined in different ways. 
 
Rep. Daniel Johnston:  Isn’t that the beauty of this bill? 
 
Dr. Pitkin: Yes, I believe it is.  I am speaking as a licensing agency and we license teachers 
and they send us the evidence.   
 
Chairman Owens:  What is the alternative licensing option?  What is the policy there? 
 
Dr. Pitkin:  The policy is that if an individual has a 4 year degree and they want to teach math 
for instance, and they are an engineer, they would have 30 credits on their transcript in math 
or science and we would put them in the classroom.   
 
Dr. Brenda Tufte, Chair, Graduate Education, University of Mary: (44:00-49:20) 
 (See Attachment  7)   
 
Chairman Owens:  Are there any question from the committee?      
 
Rep. Pat D. Heinert:   Can you correlate what a substitute teacher does that would be different 
or what this person coming to teach welding or woodworking would do that’s different that 
a substitute teacher in a classroom for a day or a week or a month?   
    
Dr. Tufte:  ACTE is not in support of a substitute teacher teaching on a long term basis for the 
reasons that I testified. That is not something that ACTE is in support of.    
   
Chairman Owens:  Any further questions? Opposition?    Neutral?    Close hearing.     
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Chairman Owens:  Opened the meeting. 
 
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  Maybe the sponsors of the bill will want to  
comment as well, I spent considerable time with Rebecca Pitkin to get this massaged  
into something that is somewhat acceptable. 
 
Rep. Guggisberg:  Can you tell me what a Praxis content test is?  
 
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  I can’t, but if you take that test it gives  
you the right to be teaching. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Rep. Longmuir are you familiar with the Praxis.  The Praxis is 
a subject area test in referenced to the teachers.  All teachers have to take this test. 
 
Rep. Longmuir:  I do have experience where we did have to use it.  We had a  
veterinarian that taught a biology class because we had a contract that wasn’t  
turned in at the last minute.  We had a substitute biology teacher for that class. 
She did go through the board process.  
 
Rep. Ron Guggisberg:  I don’t think that there is a Praxis test on welding. 
 
Chairman Owens:  That was my very next question.  
 
Rep. LaurieBeth Hager:  I do not find one on welding but there are oodles of conscience 
areas.  When I started this search I was concerned that it is only offered certain times 
of the year.  But it says it is a continuous testing date.  There is not one for welding but 
there is one for agriculture. We do not have one for automotive. 
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Rep. Dennis Johnson:  Automotive and welding-these courses are all through the 
CTE program.  There is already a program set up for mechanics, welding, carpenters. 
You can get credentialed to be a teacher if you have a trade that falls in that area. 
 I don’t care for the sunset clause. 
  
Chairman Owens:  The current bill says that the board may renew up to three times. 
I don’t know why you would need that because they just do one year after one year 
forever, except for the sunset clause.  
 
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck: Remove the sunset clause as the bill sponsor. 
 Adjusted and the amendment stands as written unless you have other comments. 
(Attachment 1) 
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  The reason the three years is put in the bill gives them time to 
get certified.  They can start out the first year work on getting their certification so after 
three years either they have it or the program would be over for that individual. 
the way the amendments are now they would be able to continue on with no incentive 
to get to that level of certification.  
  
Rep. Mary Johnson: 8:35 The original language of the statute talks about licenses, 
now we are talking about permits and then I just heard certification.  What is a  
permit, what are the requirements or are we leaving that to the standards boards? 
How do you qualify for a permit?  
 
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck: The teaching license was denoted as a permit. 
  
Rep. Mary Johnson:  They get a permit and those three things. 
 
Chairman Owens:  That’s an and for that part. 
 
Rep. Mary Johnson:  That’s not the requirements of the permit.  The permit that is  
issued and we still don’t know the requirements of a permit are.  I am willing to leave 
that to the standards boards.  
    
Rep. Hoverson:  I would like to see 5 a,b,c deleted.  I think that it adds a lot of  
cumbersome for the school boards. 
  
Vice Chairman- Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  If nobody requests this to the school board 
they won’t need them. Right? 
 
Rep. Hoverson:  Explain the ands and ors. 
 
Vice Chairman- Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  The ands and the ors, a,b,c, the  5 a,b,&c 
you have to have all three of them to get a permit issued.  The or is about the preceding 
a,b,&c. Those are the requirements in order to even issue a permit, but then someone 
has to request that they want you.   
  
Rep. Brandy Pyle:   12:00  I know that emergency teachers licenses are issued. 
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Chairman Owens:  But before they issue an emergency, they have to go through those 
hoops.  Clarify the amendment for everybody and move it or table it.  
  
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck: Rep. D. Johnson, where did you want to put 
three years to get a license? 
  
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  Was the three years not under consideration when you drafted 
the amendment? 
  
Chairman Owens: 13:20  I understand that you have three years once you are under 
the emergency certification.  You have three years to get the course work that you need 
to become a teacher. 
 
Rep. Dennis Johnson:  If you don’t have your credentials in three years and if you don’t 
have that in there the incentive is gone. 
 
Rep. Zubke:  Motion to adopt amendment. 
 
Rep. D. Johnson:  Seconded. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Does that language meet that requirement for you?  Does everyone 
understand the amendment?  We will take a voice vote on the amendment.   
 
Voice Vote to adopt amendment carried. 
 
Chairman Owens:  What are the wishes of the committee? 
 
Rep. Zubke:  Moved a Do Pass on HB 1531 as amended. 
 
Rep. Longmuir:  Seconded. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any discussion? 
 
Roll Call Vote  Yes  13  No  0  Absent  1 
 
Rep. D. Johnson is the Carrier. 
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Chairman Schiable called the hearing on HB 1531 to order. 
 
Representative Dennis Johnson, Dist 15: Representative Johnson introduced the bill 
referring to the bill.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Questions? Thank you. 
 
Frank Schill: Edmore Public School Superintendent: See Att. # 1. 
 
Chairman Schaible: You just talked about getting by until we can find. What happens the 
next year – what does it say three-years on this? 
 
Frank Schill: It would be three times to renew. After that, that person would not be utilized.  
 
Chairman Schaible: They go in the salary schedule as a first year teacher? 
 
Frank Schill: Yes. 
 
Chairman Schaible: The rest follows that as you go forward.  
 
Senator Rust: You indicated in your testimony, the ESPB would issue a permit. Page two 
section a line 10. When I looked it says school board may authorize and then one of the 
conditions is that the administrator submits a written letter to ESPB indicating they can’t and 
requests them to issue a permit. Is that something they do now?  
 
Frank Schill: I do not believe they do. 
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Senator Rust: This would be something new they would have to do. 
 
Chairman Schaible: Other questions. Thank you. 
 
Paul Stremick, North Border School District Superintendent: See Att. # 2.  
 
(15:55) ElRoy Burkle, ND Small Organized Schools: These two administrators said it all. 
This is a temporary solution to a long term problem. The more that we can do to help out kids 
in a temporary manner the better off we are. We all want to hire certified teachers, that would 
be a dream, that would be our goal, but my thirty plus years of experience went less and less 
and less. I teach ag. Three, four-years ago, there were no ag teachers. This might have 
helped some schools that maybe has some business in town that does some commercial 
welding, does construction, - at least it gives those kids an opportunity to develop their skills 
and trades. Otherwise, the door is locked or it gets used for a bus barn or it gets used for 
storage. That is what happens.  
 
(17:34) Russ Ziegler, Asst Exec. Director, ND Council of School Administrators: See 
Att. #3. 
 
(19:45) Rod Backman, State Association of Non-Public Schools: See Att. 4 & Att. #5.  
 
(20:43) Alexis Baxley, ND School Boards Association: We stand in support of 1531. 
Boards are always appreciative of an extra tool to fill classrooms in needed classrooms in 
needed positions. Additional flexibility in this regard is one of the issues I hear most frequently 
from my members.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Other testimony in favor of the bill. Agency testimony.  
 
(22:02) Gerry Teevens, Director of Special Education, Department of Public 
Instruction: See Att. #6.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Testimony in opposition to the bill. 
 
(23:10) Carly Ritterath, ND Council for Exceptional Children. See Att. #7.  
 
(26:51) Katherine Terras, ND Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
(NDACTE). See Att. #8.  
 
(30:14) Nick Archuleta, ND United. See Att. #9.  
 
 
(31:56) Brenda Tufte, ND Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (ACTE) 
Association. I can get my testimony in three points and I would like to begin by saying that 
although our board voted to oppose this bill, there are things that we are much less concerned 
about in this bill than the previous bill. Primarily, because it is a temporary fix – it is not 
something that is permanent. When the license is given, there is a designation that it is a 
permit, not the same as a license that someone would get after going through a non-
accredited program. It is also limited to the non-core, which our board appreciates and we 
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appreciate the addition of requiring background checks. We have two main concerns about 
this bill. First the clarity of what related experience is. It is very nebulous as it is written. There 
is concern that when the experience is not defined and at a high quality, that it actually could 
have the opposite effect and exacerbate the teacher shortage because you could be bringing 
in people who aren’t qualified at all. When students see that, the idea of becoming a teacher 
isn’t very appealing when you are taught by someone who is inept. The main concern we 
have of this bill is the inclusion of Special Education. You have heard testimony already that 
Special Educators are required to assess, diagnose, come up with programing for students 
who have disabilities in a number of areas. It is a highly complex process that requires highly 
complex training and technical training and so, that is our main concern with this bill. I look 
around this room and there are three people in this room who have children that have 
disabilities. Those children are our most vulnerable. They need the support and expertise to 
teach them well and they are also very gifted. You can have a disability and be very gifted 
some of our most high achieving professionals have disabilities and they were supported and 
diagnosed and taught by highly qualified teachers and able to overcome those disabilities. 
So, we really oppose the inclusion of Special Education and there was a lot of discussion in 
the House that that would be taken out and because it was not, we voted to oppose the bill.  
 
 
(35:09) Rebecca Pitkin, ND Standards and Practices Board (ESPB): See Att. #10.  
 
Senator Davison: ESPB licenses teachers. CTE certifies teachers. Can you help me 
understand that a little bit.  
 
Rebecca Pitkin: What happens is that CTE has standards for CTE areas. ESPB does not 
because we have the stamp of approval to give and generate the license. It is a third party 
agreement. If someone has completed welding – they say the amount of hours are there, we 
don’t do welding standards, we do things that – other things. CTE sends it over to us and 
then we have the capacity to put it on the license and punch in the code and hit issue. That 
the difference. 
 
Senator Davison: They would go to CTE first? 
 
Rebecca Pitkin: For those those things – those CTE areas, exactly. 
 
Senator Davison: Before they came to you to be licensed.  
 
Rebecca Pitkin: Right, absolutely. CTE determines those – that was what Mr. Schill was 
explaining.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Other questions. Thank you. Any other testimony in opposition to the 
bill. Seeing none, we will close the hearing.  
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Chairman Schaible: Committee we are going to look at HB 1531.  
 
Senator Rust: See Att. #1. Mr. Chairman, I do have an amendment for that bill. My 
amendment does the following: On page two of the bill, replace 2,000 hours with five years. 
Eliminate the words “preceding five years.” Essentially, the amendment does the same thing 
again. The exact same language as HB 1287 about a report on the number of teachers that 
we have the effectiveness, quality – where or not it is accomplishing the goals and to sunset 
it in four years. With that I move a do pass of amendment 19.1055.02002.  
 
Senator Davison: Second. 
 
Chairman Schaible: There is a motion and a second to adopt amendment .02002 to HB 
1531. Any discussion? 
 
Senator Oban: I missed the hearing for this bill. I am wondering if anybody asked the 
supporters of this if those schools that are really in a shortage are utilizing all the other tools 
they have available to them – whether it is online programs, ITV, - was that talked about at 
all? 
 
Chairman Schaible: I can’t say that it was asked, but I am assuming that they would. But, I 
guess it was directly discussed.  
 
Senator Davison: A lot of the classes that they are asking to do this in on the first page – 
there probably isn’t as much online as they would like. The example that was used was 
welding – again it is not that you can’t do some welding lab on line, but, to have somebody 
there doing kind of training is probably more advantageous/  
 
Chairman Schaible: Other discussion.  
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Senator Oban: Part time means they don’t have a full time contract – is that what that 
means? 
 
Senator Rust: Mr. Chairman, I did not change that – I left it at part time. On page one, there 
is exception for elementary education, math, science, language arts, social studies. Again 
my consternation, trepidation of that is that okay, for those classes you want a qualified 
teacher, but for the others, you don’t care? I have something of a heartburn on that as well.  
 
Senator Fors: You mean you have to have five-years of experience? 
 
Senator Rust: Yes, if you are going to teach welding, let’s say that is the class because that 
has been the one most referenced in this. I don’t think that you want somebody with a – you 
know graduates from high school and teaches welding. You want something of a community 
expert is what that is. I don’t think you want just anybody, you need to have some relative 
work experience and not just a little bit. I could probably – if I had to – teaching somebody 
welding, but I am not really a welder. I don’t think I would do a very good job – I think you 
need to have some relative work experience.  
 
Senator Oban: I know that there was a request to remove special ed. from this bill. Is that 
considered at all? 
 
Senator Rust: As I recall, the testimony we got on that was that you can’t do that anyway. 
You would violate the federal laws dealing with special ed. 
 
Chairman Schaible: Would it hurt to take it out? 
 
Senator Davison: I would be in favor of that. 
 
Senator Elkin: I would too. That was the greatest concern that I heard in reference to this 
bill – dealing with special ed. issues.  
 
Senator Rust: As I remember, I thought special ed. was in 1287 more so than in this bill – 
1531.  
 
Senator Davison: I think just for clarity sake; I think we should take the special ed. out. I can 
see where that may be somebody that would have some experience in working with kids that 
have special needs. I would prefer not to go there I guess.  
 
Chairman Schaible: We can deal with it one of two ways – we can deal with this amendment 
and then add another one or we can take back your motion and relook at this and further 
amend. It is whatever you would like to do. 
 
Senator Rust: No problem, I will take back the motion.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Senator Davison? 
 
Senator Davison: Yes, I will take back my second.  
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Chairman Schaible: We have the 2002 amendment we are looking at.  
 
Senator Rust: What do you want me to do.  
 
Chairman Schaible: If that is what your intention is, remove special education from line 10 
on page one.  
 
Senator Rust: I don’t think you want to remove it from line 10, I think you want to add it to 
line 22.  
 
Senator Oban: Yes, that’s correct.  
 
Chairman Schaible: It is your motion – or your amendment. 
 
Senator Rust: Well, no, I haven’t gotten there yet. In line 10, you are saying that they may 
teach those if they are licensed. Line 22 is where you don’t want them to do it – right?  
 
Chairman Schaible: That is fine.  
 
Senator Rust: I think you would want to put special ed. in there whether you do it first or 
elementary education, special education, then math, science, language arts, and social 
studies. In other words, you are going to eliminate the possibility of a part time teacher 
teaching – who has – you might call a community expert from being able to teach that.  
 
Chairman Schaible: So, do you have an amendment? 
 
Senator Rust: Can I just add it to this? 
 
Chairman Schaible: Yes. 
 
Senator Rust: I would move a do adopt on amendment .02002 with the addition of the 
words special education on line 21 page one after the word education.  
 
Senator Davison: Why wouldn’t you remove it from line 10?  
 
Chairman Schaible: Because that is where it says  
 
Senator Rust: Provided the individual is licensed to teach. That is current law.  
 
Chairman Schaible: We have a motion on an amendment, is there a second?  
 
Senator Elkin: Second.  
 
Chairman Schaible: We have a motion and a second on the further amended by 2002 which 
includes the addition of page one, line 21 after education to add special education Is there 
any other discussion? 
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Roll Call Vote: 6 Yeas; 1 Nay; 0 Absent. 
 
Amendment 19.1055.02002 with the addition of the words “special education” on line 
21 page one after the word “education”is adopted.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Now before us, we have a further amended engrossed HB 1531.  
 
Senator Rust: I move a Do Pass as amended for HB1531.  
 
Senator Davison: Second.  
 
Senator Oban: I can’t help but think about if there would be a teacher shortage, if we didn’t 
do everything in our power to not have school consolidate. It is like we are grasping at straws 
to keep thing in place the way it is. As somebody that grew up in a town of 600 people not 
far from Stanley, I understand why, but at some point, schools need to have those really hard 
discussions, and I think we are just perpetuating it with things like this. 
 
Chairman Schaible: Senator Oban, I totally agree with you, except that being from one of 
those reorganized districts, right now, our range goes from 42 miles one way to about 50 the 
other way. To do another one of them, is it realistic. 
 
Senator Oban: Oh yes, there are some schools that have already done that part.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Like I said, I agree with you, but I am looking at the school district that I 
live in and that is where we are at. Our bus right now it is an hour and 25 minutes to pick up 
the first kid and put on four more and that is another hour. I agree with you – this should not 
be your first option by no means. I think we are discussing is should it be an option if there 
no other good choices. Other discussion?  
 
Roll Call Vote on Do Pass on HB 1531` as amended: Yeas: 4; Nays: 3; 0 Absent.  
 
Senator Rust will carry the bill.  
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Chairman Owens: (Attachment 1) The House didn’t have any problem with your alternative 
teaching certificate and your report to legislative management or the expiration date.  We did 
hear of an issue from the Senate that we wanted to bring up.  To that end you have a 
suggested amendment in front of you.  If the committee would allow, I would like to call 
somebody up to explain the purpose and the reason for this bill. 
 
Sen. Rust:  I think adding Special Education in there would be beneficial.    
 
Chairman Owens:  We don’t have a problem with that.   
 
Paul Stremick, Superintendent, North Border Public Schools: (Attachment 2) This 
handout is from the CTE website that talks about some of the trade industry and technical 
health science education and how these people can get certified. 
 
Chairman Owens:  The big issue was that the 2,000 hours was less than a year’s 
experience.  That is what the House had a problem with.  I would like you to address this.  If 
we were looking for the community experts and you wanted them to come in when you 
couldn’t find anybody, it seems that you would hire somebody that had been in the community 
for a few years. 
   
Paul Stremick:  That is correct.  One year would be less than what a sub would have (two 
years of college).  It would be fine with it going to 4,000 hours.  It was just a starter at the 
2,000 hours.   
 
Chairman Owens:  Any questions for Mr. Stremick? 
 
Sen. Schaible:  What would you look at as a compromise between the hours?  This says 
four but you wanted two. 
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Paul Stremick:  We initially started off with two because it is temporary but if you want them 
to show that they have knowledge in that content area, we thought two was enough and four 
would be acceptable.   
 
Sen. Schaible:  Can you give me several examples of a profession or a person you have 
applications for and dwell on the examples of people in your community? 
 
Paul Stremick:  One of the positions we have open is Family and Consumer Science and 
we have had trouble in the past and have not filled it for a couple of years in the past.  It’s an 
example of where you would be able to get someone who’s worked in the community 
(restaurant owner, manager, cook, etc.) where we could recruit them and they could come in 
and do some of the cooking in the Family and Consumer Science.  
 
Sen. Schaible:  You are the one who decides this.  You can recommend it to the board and 
they decide that.   You are the one doing the leg work.  You on the board have the final say 
so you think that 2,000 or 4,000 hours is enough to put someone in a classroom. 
 
Paul Stremick:  Yes.  We will know the person and I know that we are not asking for it but I 
will also be sending the person to the transition to teaching as well.   That is part of the 15 
credits that CTE requires.  We want to give them the skills that they succeed.   
 
Sen. Schaible:  Would you consider that to be required?  Maybe a superintendent is not that 
particular and they might not do that and it should be required?  
 
Paul Stremick:  I would not be opposed to it.  I would enroll them in that program.  I have 
had a number of teachers do that.  In speaking with Dr. Bitz from Mandan, he informed me 
that two of the last six teachers of the year in Mandan went through this program.  They 
started their education career with nothing in education and they have now been recognized 
as the Teacher of the Year. 
 
Sen. Rust:  What you have on your handout, you have a minimum of fifteen semester hours 
prior to receiving a five-year certificate and HB 1531 does not lead to a certificate.  After three 
years it can’t be used any more.   Is that correct? 
 
Paul Stremick:  That is correct. 
 
Chairman Owens:  You can use this for three years, but if they follow this in CTE during that 
time, they can become a teacher. 
 
Paul Stremick:  This is for things like welding, construction tech, etc.  I had mentioned 
Consumer Science and this option is not available.   That’s why we have the other bill.  We 
want to make something similar to that available but with a sunset where they aren’t 
permanent.  The intention of showing this to you was 8,000 hours is what’s required for CTE 
and the fifteen credits.  I believe the amended version had 10,000 hours which was more 
than what these people would need. 
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Sen. Rust:  Looking at HB 1531, it is to satisfy a shortage area for one year with the extension 
to three years and after that there will be a qualified instructor.  It was never to bring 
somebody in with community experience and lead to a teaching license. 
 
Chairman Owens:  I was just confirming what the bill did; I wanted to make sure it was just 
temporary. 
 
Sen. Rust:  It is a temporary fix in this bill to my understanding. 
 
Sen. Schaible:  Paul, could you explain that minimum 15 semester hours of the clinical 
practice program? 
 
Paul Stremick:  We enroll the students in the transition to teaching out of Valley City.  They 
go to Valley City and take classes, do practicums, etc.  They are out of school a couple of 
days a month with the training.  It gives them some of the educational background of how to 
get ready.  In the past ESPB and Higher Ed got together and did a boot camp.  Those things 
are very important for those people who have never been in a classroom. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any further questions or comments? 
 
Sen. Oban: (Attachment 3) I think this goes to the temporary discussion; it was brought to 
my attention that we use the word ‘permit’ in here and ESPB has no ability to regulate or give 
permits unless we give them the authority to do that.  This would be a further amendment to 
give ESPB the authority to have permits and licenses.  Keeping two different categories of 
permit and licenses allows them to track better how many are given out, what the results are, 
etc.   
 
Sen. Rust:  I haven’t seen this amendment, so I need some time. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Sen. Oban, am I to understand that you are replacing the five years?  
 
Sen. Oban:  This amendment incorporates what the Senate’s changes were.  We can 
discuss that as well. 
 
Chairman Owens:  We talked about the first part, but on the amendment that I handed out, 
that second part deals specifically with the Senate issue that came up in reference to the 
‘and’ and ‘or’ parts.   
 
Sen. Rust:  I think I am amenable to decreasing the number of hours.   Right now the Senate 
version has five years and I could go to lesser hours over five years.  I think the addition of 
special education from what we heard is a non-starter because of the federal regulations, 
etc., that would essentially prohibit that.  I know what the amendments do, but I don’t know 
what the effect on the bill is.   
 
Chairman Owens:  When I got this bill back from the Senate, the only reason I didn’t object 
to special education, the report to legislative management or the sunset.  That wasn’t the 
issue.  The reason I didn’t concur was the issue with ‘and’ and ‘or’ and the five years.   
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Sen. Rust:  I do want special education in there because it is an exception.   
 
Chairman Owens:  I was concerned with that also. 
 
Representative Denton Zubke:  That would be a question from me to Senator Oban or to 
the Senate.  Are you comfortable with going to 4,000 hours and the preceding five years? 
 
Sen. Rust:  I think we are probably close on that one. 
 
Chairman Owens:   We’ll close the hearing on HB 1531. 
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Chairman Owens:  Opened the hearing on HB 1531. 
 
Sen. Rust: We met on the .02004 version and there is a bit of cosmetics in that I took your suggestion 
and enumerated those in divisions like ‘a’ has a permit issued by the board, ‘b’ has a high school 
diploma, ‘c’ changes the 2,000 to 4,000 hours over a five-year period of time and then goes to 
subsection 1, which is ‘possesses a certificate, license or degree and subsection 2, achieves a 
passing score.  I did take into account the previous amendment that the board may adopt rules to 
administer this section.  I eliminated the section that made references to 15.1-13-25 and 26, which is 
what ESPB probably wanted.  I eliminated those because they all talked about teacher’s licenses and 
revocation of teaching license and this bill gets nowhere near teaching license.  It is a permit.  I did 
not see why those should be in there or if they are it should have been restated and I replaced it with 
that the board of a school board may terminate the employment of an individual with a teaching permit 
issued under the section at will.  You capture that with a teacher, but someone who is not a teacher 
the board can terminate.  They could probably do it without line 7 but this just makes it clear that they 
can. 
 
I’m look at 15.1-13-25 which says teaching license action by board causes  -  after holding a public 
hearing in accordance with chapter 2832, the board may issue a written warning reprimanding the 
individual, suspend the individual’s teaching license or revoke the individuals teaching license, and 
this bill is all about a permit.  I don’t understand why you would want to reference teaching licenses 
in it. 
 
Chairman Owens: In that section where it says the board – I believe there it is referring to the ESPB 
Board and not the school board.   
 
Sen. Rust:  On line six it is the board, meaning the ESPB board, may adopt rules to administer 
teaching permits.  On line seven it is the board of a school district – may terminate. 
 
Sen. Oban:  Although those two references to Century Code do deal with licenses, that is what ESPB 
does, and now we are asking them to do this with permits.  To say that ESPB gives them a permit 
but then all the authority to discipline lies with the school board that hires them.  That would mean 
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that somebody could get a permit, be fired by a school district but still maintain that permit because 
ESPB can’t do anything about it.   
 
Chairman Owens:  That borders on my question, Sen. Oban.   
 
Sen. Oban:  I would have a problem with taking out that we tell ESPB they give the permit but then 
their hands are off of everything else. 
 
Sen. Rust:  My understanding is that this a community expert doing this?  Why would a community 
expert be going someplace else? 
 
Sen. Oban:  We are giving them the permit, they can.  If they have the permit and go somewhere 
else – if a school board decided to terminate their employment. 
 
Sen. Rust:  My estimation would be if that local school board is doing their job they are going to check 
on this individual.  If they find that another school board has terminated that person it would weigh 
heavily into whether or not they would employ that person. 
 
Sen. Oban:  With all due respect, there are teachers who get passed around from school district to 
school district because school boards and/or superintendents don’t do that checking. 
 
Chairman Owens:  That was part of a particular bill we had earlier.   
 
Sen. Rust:  I’m going to move the amendment but I am also amenable to somebody else bring 
another amendment in to add that if they so wish. 
 
Chairman Owens:  My concern is that ESPB has certifications and they are the licensing people.  
Then they have license and they are the responsibility organization.  We are requiring them to submit 
the permit.  It just seems like this would be the board that would fire them or do away with the permit.  
I don’t have a problem with leaving the ‘board of a school district may terminate the employment of 
an individual with a teaching permit issued under this section at will’, but upon termination ESPB will 
review and possibly revoke the permit.  Or, would we say ‘the ESPB board’. 
 
Sen. Rust:  Can what you are asking about fall under line 6 – the board may adopt rules to administer 
teaching permits?  That could be done there.   
 
Chairman Owens:  I do agree with you; it could be done there.   
 
Sen. Rust:  I think it is a board that will administer those permits and I think they can put in there how 
you get them and how you lose them. 
 
Chairman Owens:  That is a good point, I was ignoring line 6.   
  
Sen. Oban:  If we could ask ESPB to come forward. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Dr. Pitkin, could you come up and answer a question or two? 
  
Dr. Becky Pitkin:  I’m sorry, what was the question? 
 
Sen. Oban:  If we were to adopt line 6, where it says the board may adopt rules to administer teaching 
permits under this section, does that also give you the authority to revoke as you would under sections 
15.1-13-25 and 26? 
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Dr. Becky Pitkin:  For licenses, it is in Century Code.  That is one of the responsibilities of the board.  
I would need to check with Allison Hicks to see if that gave us the same power.  They are all separately 
in Century Code.  In Century Code it talks about if there is a felony it is automatic revocation.   It is 
one of the broad responsibilities of our board. 
 
Sen. Rust:  What we are doing in this bill is using the word ‘permit’ for the first time, is that correct? 
 
Dr. Becky Pitkin:  Permit has not been used before.  
 
Sen. Rust:  We are essentially creating something new, so you may adopt the rules to administer 
that.  I would think that would mean you could adopt rules for giving it and taking it away.   
 
Dr. Becky Pitkin:  We do have a few rules to write after this session. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Dr. Pitkin, do you agree with that?   
 
Dr. Becky Pitkin: If we are given the authority, we will do it. 
 
Representative Denton Zubke:  Can we just add the words after administer and revoke?  So the 
board may adopt rules to administer and revoke teaching permits? 
 
Dr. Becky Pitkin:  I don’t think we would go right to revocation.  There are other disciplinary actions 
that one takes.  It seems like the word discipline might cover a multitude of various offenses, since 
revocation is reserved for the most serious and generally with a felony. 
 
Sen. Rust:  Doesn’t administer cover it? 
 
Chairman Owens:  II would agree. 
 
Dr. Becky Pitkin:  Another concern we had was that this doesn’t give us any right to charge a fee, 
because we only charge fees for licenses.  This would cover fees also so that we could charge a fee. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any other questions?  
 
Sen. Rust:  I see line 6 as being fairly broad. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any further comments or questions? 
 
Sen. Rust:  I would move that the Senate recede from its amendments and amend as follows -  
19.1055.02005. 
 
Sen. Davison: Seconded it. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any further discussion? 
 
A Roll Call Vote was taken:  Yes  6, No  0, Absent  0.  A motion for the Senate to recede from its 
amendments and amend as follows passes.   
 
House Carrier:  Rep. Owens 
Senate Carrier:  Sen. Rust 
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